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 I have tried using the program and then uninstalling it, but when I try installing it again it says it's already installed. I also tried
downloading it from a trusted site (I downloaded it from a site called "I.A.F.W.") and it didn't work. I'm new to this, so I'm sure
this is a really easy fix. Thanks in advance! Thank you all for your help! I appreciate it. I know it was my first post, but I'm new

to this. I've been using it for several months and have never had an issue installing or using the camera. And now for some
reason, I'm experiencing problems with just one camera. I can get the installed the video from the camera (which I tested by
connecting it to my computer, but I can't get the control panel to open. I see you have highlighted the problem. You're very

welcome! The reason why I posted is that I have downloaded the DRVOCX.cab file but still have no luck. And what I mean is
that, after downloading the file, it's still not working for me. I even tried to update and check the file as suggested on the

I.A.F.W. site to see if there was an update. There was none. I have the camera plugged in to my laptop via USB, but it's not
recognising the connection. I've tried unplugging and replugging and nothing. I'm using the web-based control panel and have

the settings set to automatic recognition which I know my cameras respond to. It just won't connect, even though I've tried
restarting my computer a few times. Thanks again for the help and I appreciate your patience. I'm a newbie, but I'll give this a

try and see what happens. I'm using the web-based control panel and have the settings set to automatic recognition which I know
my cameras respond to. 82157476af
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